
From Rap Album To Graphic Novel: 

Graphic Artist David Barnett Unveils Green Sky On 4/20 
 
**FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE** 
 
 

 
 
 
To fully realize the vast mythology behind the art, Barnett enlisted Zurko. Channeling 
Japanese poster art, European comics in the vein of Herge, the world-changing 
ambition of Mr. Robot and Fight Club, and the lyrics of Curren$y and the Geto 
Boys, Green Sky surveys these disparate influences and flies above them to create 
a world and tell a story unlike any you’ve ever read.  
  
“Issue #0” depicts The Pilot’s gradual realization and sets the stage for the writers’ 4-
issue arc, which will see how the world reacts when the international drug economy 
is wiped out. A comic several years in the making, Barnett has displayed prints from 
the comic in such venues as Art Basel and in his solo show at Poppington Gallery. 
 
Green Sky will be available starting April 20th, 2016.  
You can view the comic digitally or buy a physical copy (limited edition of 300) 
at http://www.greenskycomic.com. The book will be available for physical sale in 
New York City at Reed Space and Queen’s Comfort.  
 
 
 

New York – April 20, 2016  
 
“There’s a new strain about 
to hit the streets that’s going 
to change everything.” 
  
Renowned artist David 
Barnett and writer Nick 
Zurko team up to expand 
upon Barnett’s iconic Pilot 
Talk album art series for 
rapper Curren$y, offering the 
first graphic novelization of 
grow culture, set to unleash 
on 4/20. 
 
Green Sky tells the story of 
"The Pilot," am ambitious 
cornerboy, amateur jet-
enthusiast with his heart in 
the sky and his eyes on the 
game, whose obstacles 
mirror real-life issues, like 
the Monsanto-like forces of 
"Big Pot" plotting to keep 
independent growers down 
with the intention of making 
cannabis free and available 
to everyone. 
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For more info on David Barnett, visit http://david-barnett.com or @dbwuzhere on 
Instagram All media inquiries should be directed to greenskycomic@gmail.com 
 


